PLANNING COMMISSION
AGENDA
January 27, 2021
7:30 P.M.

1. Call To Order E-Meeting
This meeting is being held electronically by “Go to Meeting” application, pursuant to
City Council Ord. 20-05, An Ordinance to Address Continuity of City Government
during the Pendency of a Pandemic Disaster.

Members of the public have been invited to access this meeting by public access
television Cox Channel 84, Verizon Channel 42, online at
WWW.REGIONALWEBTV.COM/FREDCC, o r F a c e b o o k l i v e a t
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/FXBGGOV

The members participating are: (list members by name)

2. Pledge Of Allegiance
3. Determination Of A Quorum
4. Approval Of Agenda
5. Declaration Of Conflict Of Interest
6. Public Hearing Items
Citizens who wish to participate in the public hearing will be able to send their comments
in writing by (1) dropping them in the Deposit Box at City Hall, (2) U.S. Mail at PO Box
7447, Fredericksburg, VA 22404, or (3) email to planning@fredericksburgva.gov.
Comments must be received by 4:30 p.m. the day of the meeting. The plan is to read
these comments out loud during the public comment portion of the Planning Commission
meeting. The standard rules apply to public comments: the person must identify himself
or herself by name and address, including zip code; limit his or her remarks to 5 minutes
or less (read aloud); and address a topic of City business. Public comments submitted
during the meeting, through the Facebook Live streaming video, will not be considered
part of the official public comments of the meeting.
6.I. Continued Item

these comments out loud during the public comment portion of the Planning Commission
meeting. The standard rules apply to public comments: the person must identify himself
or herself by name and address, including zip code; limit his or her remarks to 5 minutes
or less (read aloud); and address a topic of City business. Public comments submitted
during the meeting, through the Facebook Live streaming video, will not be considered
part of the official public comments of the meeting.
6.I. Continued Item
6.I.i. 6A & B - Royal Farms
Documents:
6A AND B ROYAL FARMS.PDF
6.I.ii. 6C Fall Hill Small Area Plan
Documents:
6C FALL HILL SMALL AREA PLAN.PDF
7. General Public Comments
Citizens who wish to make general public comments will be able to send their comments
in writing by (1) dropping them in the Deposit Box at City Hall, (2) U.S. Mail at PO Box
7447, Fredericksburg, VA 22404, ir (3) email to planning@fredericksburgva.gov.
Comments must be received by 4:30 p.m. the day of the meeting. The plan is to read
these comments out loud during the general public comment portion of the Planning
Commission meeting. The standard rules apply to public comments: the person must
identify himself or herself by name and address, including zip code; limit his or her
remarks to 3 minutes or less (read aloud); and address a topic of City business. Public
comments submitted during the meeting, through the Facebook Live streaming video, will
not be considered part of the official public comments of the meeting.
8. Other Business
8.I. Planning Commissioner Comment
8.II. Planning Director Comment
8.II.i. Bylaws
9. Adjournment

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Chairman Rodriguez and Planning Commissioners
James Newman, Zoning Administrator
January 22, 2021 for the January 27, 2021 Meeting
Special Use Permit and Special Exception for a convenience store with gasoline sales
and associated parking

Issue
Should the Planning Commission recommend approval of a Special Use Permit for a convenience
store with gasoline sales, and a Special Exception for parking in excess of 175% of the minimum
required amount?

RECOMMENDATION
Approval, subject to conditions:
1. The use shall be developed in substantial accordance with the General Development Plan
and Master Plan dated January 21, 2021, entitled “Royal Farms #441 – Fredericksburg
Park,” by Bowman Consulting.
2. The use is permitted only so long as it continues and is not discontinued for more than 24
months.
3. The Applicant shall convey to the City of Fredericksburg by deed a non-exclusive
easement for the construction of an alternate VCR trail route along the Applicant’s
property. The easement location will be as shown on the General Development Plan
prepared by Bowman Engineering, dated January 21, 2021, and incorporated into this
condition by reference. The deed of easement shall be in a form reasonably acceptable
to the City and approved by the City Attorney. The easement area to be recorded will be
finally determined upon completion of the site plan engineering for the Royal Farms
project. The easement will be executed upon site plan approval and recorded by the
Applicant upon its closing on the purchase of the land parcel. The Applicant shall have no
responsibility for constructing or maintaining the trail.
City Code Section 72-22.6.E.1 states that all Special Use Permits must start within two years of
approval of the permit.
GENERAL BACKGROUND
The applicant seeks to build a convenience store with gasoline sales (a Royal Farms brand
establishment), which is permitted in the property’s Planned Development – Mixed Use Zoning
District as a Special Use and to provide parking in excess of the minimum requirement. The
station will have eight service pumps, as well as an indoor and outdoor dining areas.
Convenience Store
The proposed use is defined in City Code Section 72-84 as:
“A retail establishment which offers for sale, primarily, the following types of articles: bread, milk,
cheese, canned and bottled foods and drinks, tobacco products, beer, wine, candy, papers and
magazines, and general hardware articles. Gasoline and/or fast food may also be offered for sale
but only as a secondary activity of a convenience store. If vehicular maintenance and service are
provided, the establishment is not classified as a convenience store.”
Parking Requirement
A convenience store with gasoline sales has a parking requirement of 1 space per every 250 sq.
ft. The proposed building will be 5,154 sq. ft. Per recent amendments to Code §72-53.1.C.2.F, the
first 1,500 sq. ft. of commercial uses in Planned Development zoning districts are exempt from
the calculation. This leads to 1 space per 250 sq. ft. on a 3,654 sq. ft. calculable area. This leads
to a requirement of 15 parking spaces.
175% of 15 spaces is 27 spaces. Provision of more than 175% of the minimum number of parking
spaces requires a Special Exception. The applicant wishes to provide 48 parking spaces (320% of
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the required parking). The rationale provided by the applicant is that Royal Farms has two uses:
a gas station as well as a fast-food operation, and that the requested added parking is required
to service both uses.
ZONING HISTORY
The property is subject to Ordinance 14-03, a rezoning approved on January 14, 2014 by City
Council. The property was rezoned from industrial and residential zoning to Planned
Development-Mixed Use, part of the development of ‘Telegraph Hill’. This commercial site and
adjoin townhouse development are now known as ‘Fredericksburg Park’. The single-family
component of the project further south is identified as ‘Telegraph Hill’. The Fredericksburg Park
property was set up in the rezoning action to be developed as three separate land bays, each
subject to a Master Plan, approved by the Planning Director. Land Bay A is 1.7 acres, Land Bay B
is 7.9 acres, and Land Bay C is 9 acres.
The initial rezoning proffers designated Land Bays ‘C’, ‘B’, and ‘A’ for 350 dwellings and 350,000
sq. ft. of commercial uses. The plan for this overall development had several iterations. At each
step the number of units and commercial square footage decreased. Land Bays ‘C’ and ‘B’ are
now being developed as 204 townhomes with no commercial uses. This commercial property
constitutes Land Bay ‘A’. The General Development Plan is serving as the Master Plan for this
Land Bay.
PLANNING COMMISSION – November 18, 2020
At the Planning Commission meeting on November 18, 2020, the Commissioners raised several
questions. There were concerns about the impact to the Virginia Central Railroad (VCR) trail
system, effect of lighting on adjacent properties, the ability of the local road system to handle
the anticipated traffic, and the environmental impact of additional impervious surface for the
requested extra parking. The applicant has revised the General Development Plan to address
these concerns:
VCR Trail Crossing: The applicant will install a stamped or colored asphalt crossing path for the
trail along the entrance to the site creating a high visibility crossing. There will be trail stop signs
at both trail routes on either side of the entrance, as well a stop sign and bicycle-crossing sign for
vehicles exiting the site. The applicant will be installing a bike rack and a bike tool rack along the
Lafayette Boulevard side of the property, adjacent to the trail. The applicant will also be installing
a pedestrian-crossing sign prior to the entrance along Alum Springs Road.
Fumes: The applicant will install a ‘Grease Grabber Multistage Filtration System’ or equivalent
system to mitigate potential grease fumes.
Lafayette Corridor Overlay: The applicant revised its building plans, so that outdoor seating is
switched from the Blue-Gray Parkway side of the building, to the VCR Trail and Alum Spring Road
side. Additional window awnings have been added as well as and a wider door on the building
facade facing Lafayette Boulevard.
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Lighting: Lighting requirements shall be met per §72-58.2.D, however a site plan exception is
expected for increased lighting levels immediately under the canopy and at the building
entrances to address Royal Farms Specifications. The lighting plan and site plan exception
request will be submitted and reviewed as part of the submission of the major site plan
application. All fixtures shall be full cut-off and downward facing in compliance with §72-58. This
is a common need for gasoline facilities, especially under the canopies.
Environmental Impact: The applicant is proposing to install two Filterra Bioretention facilities
to offset any downstream environmental degradation that may be caused by additional parking
on-site. The two bioretention facilities will remove an additional 0.10 LBS/YR of phosphorus,
which is comparable to the treatment requirements if the parking were a stand-alone project.
Overall, the project is proposing to utilize on-site BMP’s to remove twice the LBS/YR of
phosphorus required in the regulations. The use of underground bioretention facilities, as
opposed to other BMP’s, is appropriate for this project due to maintenance concerns and
spacing restrictions.
The proposed location of foundational plantings, shifted to adjacent planting areas, will require
a site plan exception.
PLANNING COMMISSION – December 2, 2020
The Planning Commission continued the November 18th public hearing to December 2nd. 17
public comments were read into the record. All comments were in opposition to the request.
Commissioner Pates made a motion to recommend denial, for five reasons:
1. The project is not part of a Planned Development as it is not part of a larger, integrated
development plan.
2. The design in not in compliance with the Lafayette Boulevard Gateway Corridor Overlay
District.
3. The impact of traffic onto Lafayette Boulevard is not in keeping with planning best
practices.
4. The impact onto the trail system is not in keeping with planning best practices.
5. The impact to the National Park Service is not is not in keeping with planning best
practices.
Following discussion Mr. Pates withdrew his motion. The Commission voted to defer a
decision to a later date, so as to allow the applicant to respond to comments from the public
and the Commission. The items for review were set for a re-advertised public hearing for the
Planning Commission at its January 13th, 2021 meeting.
PLANNING COMMISSION – January 13, 2021
The Planning Commission held a renewed public hearing on January 13th, 2021. Seventy public
comments were read into the record. Sixty-three comments were in opposition, five were in
favor, and two wanted the trail moved at which point they would be in favor. The primary
concern stated in opposition was the impact of the proposed project driveway off Alum Spring
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Road on the VCR Trail. The Superintendent of the Fredericksburg National Battlefield Park
determined there would be manila impact to the Park’s operations. As of January 22, two
additional comments in support were received.
The Commission heard from the applicant and held debate. The Commission directed staff to
further analyze the feasibility of an alternative route for the trail around the site. A vote was
scheduled for January 27th.
UPDATES – JANUARY 22, 2021
Following the discussion at the Planning Commission meeting on January 13th, the applicant
revised their plans. The changes include:
1. Providing an easement for the alternative trail path along the Blue Gray Parkway right of
way and the property’s western (Spratt) property line.
2. Removing the fence in the landscape buffer and retaining wall as well as moving required
landscaping to provide room for the alternative trail path.
3. Reducing parking spaces from 50 to 48, to provide additional room for the trail path.
4. Provision for a water bottle refilling station with the proposed bike maintenance facility
adjacent to the Lafayette Boulevard pedestrian entrance to the site.
SPECIAL USE PERMIT ANALYSIS
Special User Permit applications are evaluated according to the criteria contained in the UDO,
Section 72-22.6, as follows:
(1) The proposed special use at a specified location shall be:
(a) In harmony with the adopted Comprehensive Plan;
The property lies within Land Use Planning Area 9: Braehead/National Park. Opportunities
for this area include:
-Provide for appropriate commercial development along the Blue and Gray Parkway.
-Respect the battlefield lines of sight
The future land use map in the Comprehensive Plan designates this property as Planned
Development/Mixed Use. This category provides for:
“The Planned Development-Mixed Use category encourages office, retail, and residential
uses, designed in a unified and cohesive manner. The intent is to promote development
that has a pedestrian-scale, urban forms and amenities, and pedestrian links within the
development as well to the larger community. Many areas of the City suitable for
redevelopment would benefit from the substantial flexibility from conventional use
districts, with their dimensional requirements. As noted above, the City seeks to replace
the Commercial-Shopping Center and Commercial-Highway districts with this Planned
Development– Mixed Use category that is more suitable to an urban environment. Specific
regulations for such mixed use areas would establish a variety of levels of intensity, to
reflect specific neighborhood characteristics and circumstances.”
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The applicant contends that market forces no longer support the original degree of mixeduse contemplated for the site.
Lafayette Boulevard Overlay
The subject property is located with the Gateway District of the Lafayette Corridor Overlay,
which identifies this portion of Lafayette Boulevard as a transition from the suburban outskirts
of the city to the urban downtown. The building façade facing Lafayette Boulevard has a
pedestrian entrance, which is required, however, the remainder of the façade is opaque. The
rear façade presents as an entrance to the building, with a wider door and additional window
awnings. The building is split into distinct bottom middle, and upper façades, in accordance
with the guidelines.
The applicants have worked to address the goals of the design guidelines and shift the building
and site design to meet the standards. This included mirroring the initial building design and
ensuring that active and visually interesting building elevations would face toward Lafayette
Boulevard. The quality of the materials proposed is in accordance with the corridor guidelines
and with the development site as a whole. Additionally, the proposed signs have been designed
to meet the standards for the overlay, including material compatibility, understated lighting,
limited size, and site placement. Overall, the current proposal is in accordance with the
overlay standards.
(b) In harmony with the purpose and intent of the zoning district regulations;
The purpose of the Planned Development-Mixed-Use (PDMU) Zoning District states “…to
promote areas appropriate for office, retail, and residential uses, designed in a unified and
cohesive manner in order to create an attractive environment in which to live, work and
recreate.”
The proposed commercial use would constitute part of the ‘mixed-use’ of Telegraph Hill,
with the other use being the residences under construction. The PDMU district has several
requirements for development:
1. §72-33.3.A, B, and C.: Development must occur in conformance with the General
Development Plan.
The applicant has prepared a GDP, a copy of which is attached.
2. §72-33.3.D: Buildings containing ground floor retail are permitted at a maximum
building height of 85 feet, though structures exceeding 40 feet in height shall be set
back from any single-family residential district a distance equal to a distance not less
than one foot for each one foot of height in excess of 40 feet. The maximum floor area
ratio (FAR) for non-residential uses is 2. The proposed use does not affect residential
density.
The proposed structure will be 21.9 feet tall from the ground to the parapet, with a
steeple rising up to 38.5 feet. Per the applicant the FAR for this site is 0.07.
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3. §72-33.3.E: At least 15% of the total gross area of the site must be landscaped open
space.
The applicant states at least 25% of the open space is landscaped.
4. §72-33.3.G: At least 20% of the buildings containing commercial uses within the
district must contain at least two of the following uses: professional office, retail, and
multifamily dwellings on an upper floor. Parking spaces must be landscaped, parking
areas must be at least 25 feet from the boundary line for residential development,
and loading/refuse areas must be at least 100 feet from boundary lines adjacent to
residential development and must also be screened from view of adjacent streets and
residential areas.
The applicant is proposing a 100% commercial structure, with one principal use.
Approval of this Special Use Permit will waive the requirement to have a 20% mix of
uses. The applicant states the other requirements are met.
(c) In harmony with the existing uses or planned uses of neighboring properties.
Telegraph Hill was designed to have a mixture of residential and commercial uses. This
constitutes the commercial aspect of the development. The original development was to
have up to 350,000 sq. ft. of commercial use; this proposal is a significant reduction from
that previously approved level of intensity.
In considering an application for a Special Use Permit, the City Council shall consider potential
adverse impacts including:
1. Traffic or parking congestion;
The original Fredericksburg Park rezoning requires the applicant to upgrade Lafayette
Boulevard to a four lane divided road along the frontage of the project. The upgrade
includes a roundabout at the intersection of Rampart Drive and Lafayette Boulevard. It
also realigns the intersection of Alum Springs Road and Lafayette Boulevard. The Alum
Springs / Lafayette intersection is a limited access intersection and would not permit left
turns out of Alum Springs Drive northbound onto Lafayette Boulevard.
The original rezoning set maximum use parameters at 350 total residential units and
350,000 square feet of non-residential use but did not set minimums. As the project has
built out, those numbers have been reduced to 204 total residential units and the
proposed Royal Farms convenience and gasoline sales use.
Per the applicant, the total trip generation that the Fredericksburg Park site was designed
for would have included 2,605 daily trips for 350 town houses, as well as 14,092 trips for
350,000 sq. ft. of retail space. The actual townhouse development is 204 units with 1,501
total vehicle trips, while the proposed retail space (this Royal Farms application) will be
5,154 sq. ft. with total 4,314 daily trips.
Generally, the upgrade of Lafayette Boulevard and relocation of the Alum Springs /
Lafayette Boulevard intersection are sufficient to handle the proposed traffic with one
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exception. The addition of this use at the Alum Springs / Lafayette intersection requires
that the proposed southbound right-turn from Lafayette Boulevard onto Alum Springs
serving the site be upgraded to include a full 100 foot turn lane and 100 foot long taper
in accordance with VDOT standards. Such a lane is shown on their GDP.
The trail crossing has been compared to existing trail crossings in the City. The trail
crossing near the Canal along Princess Anne Street has 12,000 vehicle trips a day, and the
trail crossing at Caroline and Germania Street has 6000 trips a day. Both of these crossings
are more than the 4,314 daily trips this use is anticipated to generate. Both trail crossings
operate safely while having less safety-devices than what will be built here.
2. Noise, lights, dust, odor, fumes, vibration, and other factors which adversely affect the
natural environment;
The GDP shows landscaping around the entire property. Additional landscaping has been
provided along the entirety of the parking lot, and along Blue-Gray Parkway and Lafayette
Boulevard.
The purpose of the City’s exterior lighting regulations is to:
1) Regulate lighting to assure that excessive light spillage and glare are not directed at
adjacent lands, neighboring areas, and motorists;
2) Ensure that all site lighting is designed and installed to maintain adequate lighting
levels on site;
3) Provide security for persons and land.
Lighting standards include standards for hours of illumination, shielding, maximum
height, and maximum illumination value. Gas stations typically request illumination
values under their canopies that exceed the permitted maximum illumination levels onsite. The appropriateness of these types of exceptions may depend on shielding all
lighting elements from surrounding residential uses. Lighting requirements shall be met
per §72-58.2.D except that a site plan exception will be requested for increased lighting
levels immediately under the canopy and at the building entrances to address Royal
Farms Specifications.
Fumes will arise from the cooking process for fried foods and preparation of other meals.
The applicant will mitigate these fumes with a system designed to capture grease fumes.
The amount of parking requested will result in additional impervious surface and an
increase in nutrient runoff. An analysis of these impacts and the means to mitigating
them are discussed in the Special Exception analysis below.
3. Discouragement of economic development activities that may provide desirable
employment or enlarge the tax base;
The use constitutes economic development. Based on information assembled by the
City’s Economic Development Director, the use would yield approximately $300,0008

$350,000 in annual tax revenue, along with approximately 35 jobs with an average hourly
wage of $12.50.
4. Undue density of population or intensity of use in relation to the community facilities
existing or available;
Not applicable.
5. Reduction in the availability of affordable housing in the neighborhood;
Not applicable, this Special Use application is for a commercial use.
6. Impact on school population and facilities;
Not applicable, this Special Use application is for a commercial use.
7. Destruction of or encroachment upon conservation or historic districts;
The property is not located with the Historic district, nor is it within the battlefield lines
of sight as shown on Map 11 on page 8-7 of the 2015 Comprehensive Plan. The
Superintendent of the Fredericksburg-Spotsylvania National Battlefield was sent the
application via email on November 5th, for review and comment. The applicant, staff, and
the Park Service met on December 16th to review revised plans. The National Park Service
sent the Planning Dept. a letter on January 5, 2021. In the letter the Park Service states
“…we believe that the Royal Farms development will have a minimal impact upon the park
and its resources.”
8. Conformity with federal, state and local laws, as demonstrated and certified by the
applicant; and
The applicant states they have conformed to all federal, state, and local laws.
9. Massing and scale of the project.
The parcel will be developed as part of the Land Bay ‘A’ Master Plan/General
Development Plan.
SPECIAL EXCEPTION ANALYSIS
Unified Development Ordinance (UDO) § 72-22.7 contains review criteria that the Planning
Commission and City Council shall use when evaluating an application for a Special Exception.
These criteria are:
1. Consistency with the UDO:
The proposed use is located within a Planned Development Mixed-Use development.
The proposed use would constitute the commercial development of a mixed-use project.
Fredericksburg Park was designed with this parcel, and others, to be used for
commercial/office space. Due to changing market conditions, this is the sole commercial
aspect of the development.
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2. Consistency with the Comprehensive Plan (CP)
The Comprehensive Plan designates this area for Planned Development/Mixed-Use. This
category encourages office, retail, and residential uses, designed in a unified and cohesive
manner. As part of a master planned development, this project satisfies the following
goals identified in the Comprehensive Plan:

Transportation Goals
Goal 8: Urban Development Areas
Recognize that the entire City of Fredericksburg is a strategic growth area within the
region and continue to ensure that land use decisions recognize that compact, integrated
development is the best use of finite urban space.
Business Opportunity Goals
Goal 3: Business Development
Ensure the City can accommodate and capture its projected share of regional economic
growth, by actively recruiting desired new businesses and providing for retail and office
space development in areas identified for growth.
Environmental Protection Goals
Goal 2: Watersheds
Protect the ecological integrity of the Rappahannock River watershed from inappropriate
development, in order to ensure the highest water quality and to preserve natural
resources for the benefit of present and future generations.
Goal 4: Water Quality
Improve water quality through implementation of best management practices for
stormwater management, erosion and sediment control, and wastewater treatment that
meet or exceed the Commonwealth of Virginia’s regulatory requirements.
3. Whether there has been a sufficient period of time for investigation and community
planning with respect to the application.
The Technical Review Committee has completed its review. There are additional aspects
of the development for the applicant to consider, hence the recommendation for
deferring the vote to a later date.
4. Whether the special exception is consistent with the principles of good zoning practice,
including the purposes of the district in which the special exception would be located,
existing and planned uses of surrounding land, and the characteristics of the property
involved.
See discussion related to stormwater quality controls below.
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5. Whether the proposed use or aspect of the development requiring the special exception
is special, extraordinary or unusual.
The applicant is proposing a convenience store with gasoline sales. Royal Farms believe
the fast-food aspect of the use warrants additional parking beyond the Code minimums.
This is fairly debatable, but plausible.
The purpose of the City’s parking maximums is to protect environmental features from
issues related to excess storm water runoff. Surplus parking may be appropriate if the
parking is designed to exceed storm water treatment requirements on-site. The applicant
has incorporated Best Management Practice (BMP) from the Virginia Stormwater
Management BMP Clearing House approved for post-construction use to meet the total
phosphorus water quality requirements of the Virginia Stormwater Management
Program regulation. The BMP chosen is a ‘Filterra’ system, in which stormwater runoff
enter a landscaped concrete container, where the filter media captures and immobilizes
pollutants.
6. Whether the proposed exception potentially results in any adverse impacts on the
surrounding neighborhood, or the community in general; and if so, whether there are
any reasonable conditions of approval that would satisfactorily mitigate such impacts.
Additional impervious surface dedicated to parking creates additional storm water runoff
as described above. This issue should be mitigated.
CONCLUSION
The applicant is requesting a Special Use Permit for a convenience store with gasoline sales, and
a Special Exception of parking in excess of 175% of the required amount. If approved, the new
business would provide approximately 35 new jobs and over $300,000 in annual tax revenue. The
applicant has worked with the National Park Service and City Staff to modify their plans in
response to the comments. An alternative trail path easement is provided. Approval is
recommended, subject to conditions.
ATTACHMENTS:
1. Letter from applicant dated January 21, 2021
2. Revised General Development Plan
3. Revised Ordinance
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COST ESTIMATE FOR
PROJECT NAME:

FREDERICKSBURG PARK - ALTERNATE VCR TRAIL
DATE PREPARED:

Fredericksburg Project #

1/21/2021

REVISED:
1
1
859
2
771
258
1106
404
2
2
2
50
1
730
3
2500
300
1

Engineering & Surveying
Mobilization
Earthwork
CG-12
10' Trail
Pavement Marking (Paint)
Retaining Walls (Fill Walls)
Handrail
Trail Signs (Wayfinding)
Trail Barricade (Temp Closure)
Temporary Traffic Control Sign
Group 2 Channelizing Device (Drum)
Temp. Construction Entrance
Silt Fence
Inlet Protection
Perm. Seed, Fert., Mulch
EC-2 Blankets and Matting
Maintenance of Traffic

@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10,000.00
2,500.00
15.00
2,000.00
50.00
1.50
25.00
25.00
392.00
1,500.00
392.00
50.00
1,150.00
6.00
165.00
1.50
6.00
5,000.00

LS
LS
CY
EA
LF
SF
SF
LF
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
LF
LF
SY
SY
LS
SUBTOTAL =

$10,000.00
$2,500.00
$12,885.00
$4,000.00
$38,550.00
$387.00
$27,650.00
$10,100.00
$784.00
$3,000.00
$784.00
$2,500.00
$1,150.00
$4,380.00
$495.00
$3,750.00
$1,800.00
$5,000.00

$10,000.00
$2,500.00
$12,885.00
$4,000.00
$38,550.00
$387.00
$27,650.00
$10,100.00
$784.00
$3,000.00
$784.00
$2,500.00
$1,150.00
$4,380.00
$495.00
$3,750.00
$1,800.00
$5,000.00

$3,284.00

$129,715.00

Subtotal =
Contingency (15%)
Total

Bowman Consulting Group, Ltd.
1300 Central Park Blvd • Fredericksburg, VA 22401
Tel: 540-371-0268 • Fax: 540-371-3479 • www.bowmanconsulting.com

TOTAL COST
$129,715.00
$
19,457.25
$
149,172.25

Alternate VCR Trail Alignment
Prelim Construction Estimate
1 of 1

MOTION:

Date
Regular Meeting
Resolution 20-__

SECOND:

RE:

GRANTING A SPECIAL USE PERMIT AND SPECIAL EXCEPTION TO
SUMNER PARTNERS, LLC, FOR A CONVENIENCE STORE WITH
GASOLINE SALES IN FREDERICKSBURG PARK LAND BAY A

ACTION:

APPROVED: Ayes: 0; Nays: 0

Sumner Partners, LLC, as agent for RCFK Fredericksburg Park, LLC, has applied to the City
Council for a special use permit to establish a convenience store with gasoline sales use on land
identified as Fredericksburg Park, Land Bay A (GPINs 7779-70-2419 and 7779-70-2391). Sumner
Partners, LLC has further applied for a special exception for parking in excess of 175% of the
minimum required amount.
The Council, after notice and a public hearing, has considered the special use permit
application in light of its conformity with the City’s Comprehensive Plan, its harmony with the
purposes and standards of the zoning district regulations, its compatibility with existing or planned
uses of neighboring properties, and whether the proposed special use and related improvements will
be designed, sited, landscaped and otherwise configured so that the use will not hinder or discourage
the appropriate development or use of adjacent, neighboring or community land and structures, or
impair their economic, social or environmental value.
The Council, after notice and a public hearing, has considered the special exception application
in light of its conformity with the review criteria listed in City Code §72-22.7. 1.
Therefore, the City Council hereby resolves that:
•

Council makes the following findings with respect to the special use permit application: (a)
this request as submitted (or modified) conforms to the City’s Comprehensive Plan, or to
specific elements of that plan and to official policies adopted pursuant the plan, (b) this request
is in harmony with the purpose and intent of the zoning district regulations, (c) this request
will not have an undue adverse impact on the surrounding neighborhood, in terms of public
health, safety or general welfare; and (d) this request is appropriately designed, sited,
landscaped and otherwise configured.

[draft Jan. 20, 2021]
Resolution 21-__
Page 2

•

Council therefore grants a special use permit to develop a convenience store with gasoline
sales use on land identified as Fredericksburg Park, Land Bay A (GPINs 7779-70-2419 and
7779-70-2391).

•

Council makes the following findings with respect to the special exception application: (a) the
proposed use is unique and unlikely of recurrence; (b) the grant of the special exception is
consistent with the City’s Comprehensive Plan; (c) the special exception is consistent with the
goals, purposes and objectives of the City’s zoning ordinance; (d) there has been a sufficient
period of time for investigation and community planning with respect to the application; (e)
the special exception is consistent with the principles of zoning and good zoning practice,
including the purposes of the district in which the special exception would be located, existing
and planned uses of surrounding land, the characteristics of the property involved, and the
adverse impacts of the proposed use; (f) the proposed use or aspect of the development
requiring the special exception is special, extraordinary or unusual; and (g) the applicant has
demonstrated that its application meets all these criteria.

•

Council therefore grants a special exception to permit the development of parking in excess
of 175% of the minimum required amount for the convenience store with gasoline sales use.

•

The foregoing special use permit and special exception shall be subject to the following
conditions:
o The use shall commence within 24 months of the date of adoption of this resolution
and is permitted only so long as it continues and is not discontinued for more than 24
months.
o The use shall be developed in substantial accordance with the General Development
Plan and Master Plan dated January 21 2020, entitled “Royal Farms #441 –
Fredericksburg Park,” by Bowman Consulting.
o The Applicant shall convey to the City of Fredericksburg by deed a non-exclusive
easement for the construction of an alternate VCR trail route along the Applicant’s
property. The easement location will be as shown on the General Development Plan
prepared by Bowman Engineering, dated January 21, 2021, and incorporated into this
condition by reference. The deed of easement shall be in a form reasonably acceptable
to the City and approved by the City Attorney. The easement area to be recorded will
be finally determined upon completion of the site plan engineering for the Royal Farms
project. The easement will be executed upon site plan approval and recorded by the
Applicant upon its closing on the purchase of the land parcel. The Applicant shall have
no responsibility for constructing or maintaining the trail.

Votes:
Ayes:
Nays:
Absent from Vote:

[draft Jan. 20, 2021]
Resolution 21-__
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Absent from Meeting:
***************

Clerk’s Certificate
I certify that I am Clerk of Council of the City of Fredericksburg, Virginia, and that the foregoing is a true copy of
Resolution No. 21-__, adopted at a meeting of the City Council held Date, 2021, at which a quorum was present
and voted.
____________________________________

Tonya B. Lacey, MMC
Clerk of Council

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael J. Craig
Cathryn A. Eckles; James D. Newman; Charles R. Johnston
FW: [EXTERNAL] Royal Farms project; Lafayette & Rt 3
Thursday, January 21, 2021 8:47:44 AM

FYI -------Original Message----From: Neil Sullivan
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2021 8:46 AM
To: Michael J. Craig
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Royal Farms project; Lafayette & Rt 3
Mike
Good morning. I have lived and worked in downtown Fredericksburg since I returned from College in 1981. You
guys are doing a great job and I think the City is headed in a good direction.
I am writing regarding the proposed Royal Farms project.   While I use the existing bike trail on that corner, I feel
that the project is the perfect use for that corner.   It’s not all about gas. I use all three WaWa’s for my lunch etc
many times per week.   This would be very convenient for those of us who live downtown for food and other
conveniences.  
I think that bike and pedestrian paths should work in harmony with the residential and commercial properties that
those trails pass through.   That’s the beauty of a trail system. Any opposition to various uses because of an existing
trail is very short sighted and contrary to the point of a trail system, which should connect the various uses, not
prohibit them.   Frankly, after bike riding Battlefield Park, a stop at the Royal Farms would be a welcome addition.
I hope the Planning Commission moves to approve this project.
Neil Sullivan

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Michael J. Craig
Cathryn A. Eckles; James D. Newman
Charles R. Johnston
FW: [EXTERNAL] Royal Farm Input - Andy Wolfenbarger
Friday, January 22, 2021 8:30:17 AM

From: Andrew Wolfenbarger
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2021 7:41 PM
To: Michael J. Craig
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Royal Farm Input - Andy Wolfenbarger

Mike,
I support this project for the restrooms and other conveniences that my family would enjoy as
a halfway point between downtown and my home in Idlewild. I would suggest that some of
the tax revenue be used to fund two of the top three projects that the City's Pathway
Committee has held for the 2020 year: 1) Improving the VCR to Idlewild connection
(approximately 900' of mulch and mud), and 2) Linking Alum Springs Park to the VCR, as it
currently has no ADA access and only a super-slippery slope that is dangerous for anyone on a
bike, parent with a stroller, and completely cuts off access to those in wheelchairs. The minor
inconvenience of a safe and well-designed crossing point along the VCR by this stopping
point could easily be accepted for these improvements in return. For several years, city staff
have acknowledged these needs, but have pointed to funding as the obstacle. Each of these
two projects is of a reasonable cost (approx $100k) and of significant benefit. Sounds like a
win-win to me. Please approve and please provide some direct earmarking of funds for these
two trail projects.
Respectfully,
Andy Wolfenbarger
1324 Walker Drive

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Rene Rodriguez, Planning Commission Chair
Susanna Finn, Community Development Planner
January 22, 2020 (For the January 27 meeting)
Area 2 Small Area Plan

ISSUE
Should the Planning Commission recommend approval of amendments to the 2015
Comprehensive Plan to adopt the new small area plan for Planning Area 2 Fall Hill?
RECOMMENDATION
Receive any additional comments from the public and recommend approval of the Plan to the
City Council.
BACKGROUND
The Area 2 amendments were discussed during a public hearing at the January 13th Planning
Commission meeting. At that meeting, two public comments were received including one from a
landowner within the Central Park Townhomes and another on behalf of the Central Park
Townhomes Home Owners Association. Since that time, staff has made modifications to the
amendments in response to comments from the public and Planning Commissioners. The
revisions are shown in the attached documents. While the modifications are throughout the area
plan they are focused on two main themes: Identifying improvements needed to the larger utility
and infrastructure systems within the neighborhood center, and further clarification on the goals
for affordable housing in Area 2. Some examples of the changes and additions to the text are
noted here.
11(2)-12 Implementation
•

Evaluate and pursue needed infrastructure improvements needed within the neighborhood
center including lighting, water and sewer system upgrades. Bring the publicly-owned streets
up to City standards to include curb, gutter, sidewalk, and lighting.

11(2)-5 Neighborhood Residential Reinvestment
•

Through community partnership, conduct neighborhood enhancement activities including
clean-ups and public space improvements.

•

To preserve the naturally occurring affordable housing, the City may pursue a range of
incentives to balance building maintenance, upgrades, and financial profitability while

maintaining affordable rents and unit sales prices. Community development organizations
could explore acquisition to preserve affordability through special loan and equity fund.
Opportunities may include the creation of a community land trust to maintain ownership and
community oversight along with homeowners.
11(2)-11 Revitalization
•

Several apartment complexes were constructed using Low Income Housing Tax Credits. As
the financing affordability requirements expire for these communities, they should be
encouraged to refinance to continue serving low-income households.

GENERAL PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
The amendments will focus on the addition of transects related to Area 2 in Chapter 10, the
inclusion of Area 2 parks within Chapter 4, and the Small Area Plan for area 2 in Chapter 11. This
plan conceptualizes and guides the direction for future development in this area. It establishes
guiding principles for future land use decisions that create opportunity for the adoption of form
based code elements into the Unified Development Ordinance (UDO). Additionally, it outlines
needed upgrades to the transportation system, and identifies opportunities for expanded parks
and open spaces.
Throughout the development of this plan, staff met with stakeholders and City departments to
ensure all needed elements and viewpoints are incorporated. On September 23, 2020, a joint
work session was held with City Council and Planning Commission to discuss a draft of the
proposed amendments. Input gathered at that meeting was incorporated into the final draft.
The City Council initiated the formal public hearing process for the Area 2 Small Area Plan at their
October 27th meeting.
City Code §72-22.2 and Code of Virginia §15.2-2229 require amendments to a comprehensive
plan to be recommended, approved, and adopted, respectively, as required by §15.2-2204. The
governing body may prepare an amendment and refer it to the planning commission for public
hearing within 60 days or such longer time frame as may be specified. In acting on any
amendments to the plan, the governing body shall act within 90 days of the local planning
commission’s recommending resolution.
The City Council initiated this process on October 27 through resolution 20-82 and voted to
forward this matter to the Planning Commission for review and recommendation. The necessary
amendments have been advertised for consideration by the Planning Commission.
ADVANCING COUNCIL PRIORITIES
Priority 2 – Complete the Small area Plans.
Area 2 is the 5th small area plan completed. Areas 3, 6 and 7 have been adopted into the
Comprehensive Plan and the Area 1 report has been transmitted.
Priority 12 – Working with neighborhoods, advance multi-modal connectivity across the City.
2

Emphasize pedestrian equity by completing the network of sidewalks and lighting throughout the
Central Park Townhomes to connect residents to the Fall Hill Avenue trail and nearby resources.
This plan also incorporates an extension of Gateway Blvd with full trail to link the City’s larger
trail system to this resource.
Priority 14 – Identify challenges to neighborhood livability and quality of life throughout the
City.
Given the large amount of publicly held and preserved open space in this area, the plan calls for
the application of a Public, Recreational, Open Space, and Environmental zoning district to these
parcels. This will protect these amenities while allowing for increased access and usability
balanced with environmental management. Within the neighborhood center, the current land
zoned commercial-highway is proposed to be changed to a more appropriate form based
neighborhood commercial district to reduce the negative impact heavy automobile oriented uses
can have on the quality of adjoining neighborhoods.
Priority 23 – Monitor, maintain, and improve our canal to ensure that it is healthy and
attractive.
The plan specifically identifies the northern end of the canal as an opportunity for storm water
attenuation and ecological restoration with the added benefit of improving this recreational
feature.
Priority 30 – Work with stakeholders and partners to establish an affordable housing strategy.
Throughout the area planning process, many commenters reiterated the need for affordable
housing for residents of this area. Discussion included both dedicated affordable housing as well
as the naturally occurring affordable housing units. The plan includes several ideas for evolving
and improving this supply of housing.
Attachments
Area 2 Plan
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TABLE 4-7

CITY-OWNED PROPERTY FOR FUTURE PARKS
RESOURCE

ACREAGE

PLANNED USE

Canal Street Wharf

.50

Butler Brayne Park

56.9

Zig-Zag Trenches (Civil War)
Smith Run Battle Site
Wild Riverfront Park

4.758
11.0
10.0

Historic site, open space, and water access
Open space, picnicking, pathways along river
bluffs
Historic site
Historic site
Open space, pathways along river, river access.

The City, in partnership with the National Park Service,
conducted a reconnaissance survey of the historic resources on the City’s upriver lands. The final report is
called Historic Resources Along the Rappahannock and
Rapidan Rivers (1997). The Planning staff also maintains
extensive records on historic resources within the City
limits.

ADDITIONAL RECREATIONAL NEEDS

The National Recreation and Park Association and the
Commonwealth of Virginia have both developed a measure of what types of recreational facilities should be
available to a local population. The type and number of
recreational assets considered to be suitable for a city the
size of Fredericksburg is shown in Table 4-8. The City’s
population of slightly more than 25,000 residents and
this table shows what is still needed. The recommended
golf course is not a City goal because there are already
numerous golf courses nearby. The big item of need is a
new recreation center. The current center was constructed as a temporary building in the 1940s. The new recreation center is proposed to be constructed at Dixon Park.
Every few years, the Commonwealth of Virginia examines the state’s recreational needs and revises its Virginia
Outdoors Plan, which details specific recreation activities
by region. This plan also estimates demand and then de-

TABLE 4-8

The latest Outdoors Plan was released in 2013 and this
document makes clear that the Planning District has an
abundance of water and open space resources. In addition to the City’s extensive riparian lands along the Rappahannock River, there are three state parks within the
region and a fourth one that is proposed to become a
park, as follows:
− Caledon, 2,587 acres in King George County
− Lake Anna, 3,127 acres in Spotsylvania County
− Widewater, 1,067 acres in Stafford County
− Crow’s Nest, 1,100 acres in Stafford County (proposed)
There are also two Wildlife Management Areas within
the region, as follows:
− Mattaponi, 2,500 acres in Caroline County
− Land’s End, 462 acres in King George County

RECREATION STANDARDS

ACTIVITY

Baseball
Basketball
Bicycle/foot trails
Recreation Center with
gym and pool
Football

4-10

termines the degree to which resources are available. The
Outdoors Plan considers both public and private lands
and facilities.

NUMBER OF FACILITIES
PER NUMBER OF
RESIDENTS

1 per 5,000
1 per 5,000
2 miles per 1,000
1 per 25,000
1 per 20,000

CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG

EXISTING CITY SCHOOLS

STILL NEEDED

4/2
5/6 (5 indoor)
See note
1 pool, 1 gym,
1 rec center (obsolete)
0/3

0
0
(See note)
New rec. center at Dixon
Park
0
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PART III: LAND USE

Fredericksburg’s land use plan translates adopted policies into the community’s desired development pattern. It establishes the City’s vision and expectations for how land will be used. Every parcel of land within the City carries a land use
designation. This Plan defines the full set of land use categories and then maps them.
This Part III outlines the overall land use plan and identifies specific planning areas:
− Chapter 10: Land Use Plan
− Chapter 11: Planning Areas

B
Fredericksburg’s Land Use Plan reflects both existing land use patterns as well as the goals for future land use. It is the
foundation for decision making when land is zoned for specific uses.
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Fredericksburg’s current land use patterns are a direct result of its changing transportation links. The older parts of
the City, including the historic central business district, are oriented to the Rappahannock River and the railway. Later
development became concentrated along major roadways. Construction of Interstate-95 linked the City firmly with the
Northern Virginia- Washington D.C. area.

DOWNTOWN FREDERICKSBURG’S

U

FIGURE 44

L

The City’s annexation pattern illustrates Fredericksburg’s response to the changing transportation routes, upon which
any community depends. The original 1728 town expanded twice before the Civil War with a clear focus on the Rappahannock River. The post-war industries still relied on the river and the railway as connections to the larger economy,
but new roads, beginning in the early twentieth century, began to alter the economic focus. U.S Route 1 initially passed
through town, but newer highways deliberately bypassed urban areas. This new concept allowed through-traffic to flow
better, but also drew commercial activity and housing construction away from the urban core. Annexations in 1951
and again in 1955 were efforts to gain control of intersections where economic development could become part of
the City’s tax base. The last annexation occurred in 1984, when the City gained approximately 4.4 square miles from
Spotsylvania County, including three full quadrants of the interchange at Interstate- 95 and State Route 3 and a portion
of the fourth quadrant.

TRADITIONAL STREET GRID

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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This Comprehensive Plan calls out seven general land
use categories, such as residential, commercial, and so on.
Within these general categories are 17 land use classifications, such as low-density residential, commercial-downtown, and so on. These categories and classifications are
summarized below

RESIDENTIAL

P

III

Low-Density Residential – Residential development at
four units per acre is generally a conventional subdivision. Some parts of the City are zoned for two units per
acre, but these districts are typically rezoned to a higher
density so they can be developed in a manner more appropriate to an urban location. Where the land has historic resources and/or attractive natural features, the City
encourages innovative layouts and clustering, to retain
attractive open space and to protect sensitive lands.

Commercial-General – The City has two general commercial categories. The category for shopping centers
encourages development of grocery stores, personal
service establishments, and similar operations that serve
the local community. A category for commercial activity along highways is generally characterized by retail and
wholesale activities, services, offices, and restaurants. The
City discourages further strip retail development, however, and seeks to replace these two commercial categories
with a more suitable planned development-mixed use
category.
Commercial-Downtown – Downtown Fredericksburg
has historically been a relatively dense urban setting that
encouraged a variety of interrelated uses. This designation promotes continued harmonious development and
redevelopment, with an emphasis on maintaining pedestrian circulation, the integrity of the street grid, and continuity with the historic character of the community.

Medium-Density Residential – New development that
should be made consistent with existing neighborhood
patterns may need to have greater densities than a conventional subdivision. Many infill and transition areas
are more suitable to having eight units per acre, with the
flexibility to be able to include a planned mix of single
family-detached as well as single family– attached units.

Commercial-Transitional/Office – The areas between
residential and commercial districts are transitional spaces. This Commercial-Transitional/Office category provides for limited retail uses and small scale offices, with
appropriate landscaping and screening, to provide a transition between quiet residential areas and more intense
commercial districts.

High-Density Residential – Apartment development
needs a density of 12 units per acre or more. Denser
residential districts exist in several locations within the
City, but no additional land is anticipated to be zoned for
development that exceeds 12 units per acre. There is also
a residential district for mobile homes, but there is only
one such district in the City and no new mobile home
districts will be allowed.

Planned Development-Commercial – This category is
reserved for large scale development near major transportation routes. Planned Development-Commercial encourages a wide range of commercial retail and service
uses oriented to serve a regional market. The City also
encourages employment centers that combine office and
professional business development within a landscaped,
high quality setting.

Planned Development-Residential – By definition,
mixed-use development consists of activities that can
function independently, but which benefit from proximity to one another. This flexible land use category is characterized by a combination of medium or high density
residential development with a supporting commercial
element. This approach can also be used where compatible design elements are desired, where open space preservation is feasible, and other related concepts are appropriate. Of particular interest if being able to plan the
layout and construction so as to protect and incorporate
watercourses and associated stream valleys, forest cover,
scenic vistas, as well as preservation of historic resources.

Planned Development-Mixed Use – The Planned Development-Mixed Use category encourages office, retail,
and residential uses, designed in a unified and cohesive
manner. The intent is to promote development that
has a pedestrian-scale, urban forms and amenities, and
pedestrian links within the development as well to the
larger community. Many areas of the City suitable for
redevelopment would benefit from the substantial flexibility from conventional use districts, with their dimensional requirements. As noted above, the City seeks to
replace the Commercial-Shopping Center and Commercial-Highway districts with this Planned Development–
Mixed Use category that is more suitable to an urban environment. Specific regulations for such mixed use areas
would establish a variety of levels of intensity, to reflect
specific neighborhood characteristics and circumstances.

Residential-Mobile Home – Mobile homes are no longer
allowed in Fredericksburg, but a mobile home park still
exists in the northeast quadrant of State Route 3 and the
U.S. Route 1 Bypass. This quiet, well-kept neighborhood
cannot be expanded.

10-2
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INDUSTRIAL

Industrial-Light Intensity – This category is designed
to encourage research and development type uses in
well-landscaped industrial park settings, with surfaced
driveways and walks that are compatible with all types of
adjacent uses. With this light intensity industrial category,
the City seeks a broad range of clean industries operating
under high performance standards.
Industrial-General – The general industrial category allows for manufacturing, wholesale and limited ancillary
retail uses, warehousing, offices, and distribution facilities. These districts are located where they can be served
by adequate transportation access.

INSTITUTIONAL

This land use category includes public and semi-public
uses such as City-owned facilities, schools, and churches, as well as larger institutions such as the University of
Mary Washington and federally administered battlefields.
The City should establish a zoning district for these institutional uses, which account for a substantial portion of
the jurisdiction’s land mass.

A medical center campus includes closely related medical
offices, diagnostic laboratories, pharmaceutical centers,
special patient care units, and associated housing units.
The medical campus thus provides a convenient and efficient health care and delivery system for the City and
the region.

PARKLAND

This category includes open space that is used or intended to be as recreational areas. Existing and proposed City
parks are included in this category, as are the holdings of
the National Park Service.

PRESERVATION

Land expected to remain essentially undeveloped has
been designated under this general category, which acknowledges existing constraints and limitations of floodplains and certain Chesapeake Bay resource protection
areas. Limited development may occur in certain areas,
but with severe restrictions.

FREDERICKSBURG’S ANNEXATIONS

L

MAP 12

PLANNED DEVELOPMENT-MEDICAL CENTER

City of Fredericksburg

U

Annexations

Note: Annexation boundaries are approximate only and must be field verified in cases of legal disputes.

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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The small area plans use the concept of “Transects” in forming policy. Transects are a framework that represents the
character of our physical environment. It is based upon an organizing tool used originally by ecologists to explain the
material progression of habitats from the ocean to the mountains. Within the context of human settlement, Transects
are a framework that identifies a range of habitats, from the most natural to the most urban.
These categories include standards that encourage diversity. The forms and uses found within these transects overlap
reflecting the gradation of human communities. Transects integrate environmental and zoning methodologies, to support both social habitats and natural ones. Transects zones help to codify similarities in the built environment and direct
more seamless transitions from one zone to another.
Each segment in the transect, lends itself to the creation of zoning categories. Transects are most useful for navigating
the interconnectedness of use and form. The addition of form based planning elements to the Unified Development
Ordinance, UDO, will, in combination with land use zoning districts, implement the Transect designations in Fredericksburg.

TRANSECTS

IN

FREDERICKSBURG

P

III

On the following pages, each Transect is identified by its specific traits of Character, Building Types, Frontages, Commercial Activity, Pedestrian Activity, Building Height, and type of Public Space, as well as the most appropriate Uses
within each Transect Zone. These are the elements that are most responsible for the delivery of neighborhood character
and move beyond the assumption that meeting the quantitative requirements of land use and zoning are enough to
deliver a healthy human environment.
The Transect ideal is calibrated specifically to Fredericksburg’s small area plans. Each Transect is defined on the following pages. Specific details concerning appropriateness, transitions, and the gradation of form should always defer to the
protection and support of the neighborhoods.
As of 2020, four neighborhoods have undergone intensive small area planning efforts. As planning continues, the remainder of the City will be added to the General Land Use Map with transect designations.

DESCRIPTIVE AND PRESCRIPTIVE

The use of a Transect based land use designation is both descriptive of current development patterns and prescriptive
of desired future development. Where appropriate, the Transect designation is protective of established neighborhoods
with rules regarding form that preserve the character. This prevents change in development by describing and aligning
with existing patterns. The Transect tool is also used to prescribe areas for desired future development and redevelopment. Transects are established to be permissive and incentivizing to this type of endeavor. Today, property within
Fredericksburg is largely built, with a few notable exceptions. While describing these locally-specific Transects, the parameters are also predictive; they prescribe the size, type and character of future infill and redevelopment efforts that
will occur through the process of revitalization within these areas.

HOW TO APPLY THE TRANSECTS

The Transect Map is a depiction of the City divided into zones identified by their character, scale, and land use. Consulting this map is the “first stop” in evaluating the appropriateness of future projects. These transect designations will
specifically bolster supplementary toolkits and regulations as it suits specific neighborhood revitalization opportunities.
The small area plans also highlight key details of the transects form based design as it affects specific neighborhoods.
Over the next few years, the following chapter will be amended to include an in depth analysis for each of the 10 small
areas within the City recognizing the opportunities for each and identifying existing historic resources, open space and
environmental resources, and addressing issues relating to access and mobility.
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TRANSECT ZONES
THE TRANSECT:

T-1

T

Z

F

D

L

C
T-2

U

T-3edge
T-3
T-4
T-4maker
T-5corridor
T-5
T-5maker
T-5workplace
Civic

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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Transects
T-1 - Preserved Open Space
T-2 - Rural
T-3e - Sub-Urban Edge
T-3 - Sub-Urban
T-4 - General Urban
T-4m - Maker
T-5m - Maker

III

T-5 - Urban Core
T-5c - Area Core

P

T-5w - Area Core Workplace
Civic
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Route

1

I-95

Route 3
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1. Celebrate Virginia/Central Park
2. Fall Hill

(2021)

3. Plank Road/Route 3

(2017)

4. Hospital/Cowan Boulevard
5. University/Route 1 (central)
6. Princess Anne Street/Route 1 (north)

(2018)

7. Downtown

(2020)

8. Dixon Street/Mayfield
9. Braehead/National Park
10. Lafayette Boulevard/Route 1 (south)

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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The Transect tool below diagrams how the Transect is applied to residential housing types and commercial buildings.
The generalized zone definitions below describe their typical urban character, calibrated to the particular conditions
of Fredericksburg: settlement pattern and density, residential makeup (form and type), thoroughfare types, and forms
of open spaces. In addition, Civic Zones and T-1 (Natural) Zones are used to describe land use patterns, but are not
included in this table, as they do not permit residential/commercial uses.

T-3

Sub-Urban-Edge Zone consists of low density residential areas with single family detached homes.
Planting is a significant component of this zone, in a combination of regular and naturalistic. Setbacks are relatively deep. Blocks are regular shaped and reflect the terrain. Most streets have curbs and sidewalks, and roads
wind to incorporate topography and landmarks.

T-3

Sub-Urban Zone consists of primarily low-to-medium-density residential areas with some opportunity for
semi-detached and supplementary commercial activity; corner stores or live/work homes. Planting is a combination of regular and naturalistic. Setbacks are moderate and regular. Blocks are regular shaped. Most streets
have curbs and sidewalks.

T-4

ural state with limited clearing for lawns. Additional planting shall consist of native species requiring minimal irrigation,
fertilization and maintenance. Buildings that cannot be connected to public utilities should only be permitted by special
approval.

General-Urban Zone consists of medium density in a vertical and horizontal mix of uses. May consist of a
wide range of building types: detached, semi-detached, and attached houses, small apartment buildings, as well
as mixed use buildings and commercial structures. Setbacks and landscaping are variable. A tighter network of
streets with curbs and sidewalks define medium-sized blocks.

T-4

P

III

T-2

Rural zone consists of sparsely settled woodlands and natural areas. The balance of the land shall be left in its nat-

General-Urban Maker Zone consists of medium density residential uses, including multi-family, mixed use, attached, multi-unit, and single family homes where appropriate, mixed with commercial and production spaces.
Landscaping and setbacks focus on creating a walkable network of blocks with enhanced pedestrian facility
concentrated in designated nodes of neighborhood activity.

T-5

Urban Core consists of a high density of both a horizontal and vertical mix of uses to accommodate retail,
office, a variety of housing types. Emphasis in this transect is on defining the public realm with building facades.
Form and architectural compatability should control the intensity of use.
Core-Corridor Zone consists of higher density mixed uses to accommodate retail, offices, attached and multifamily housing, as well as typically auto-oriented commercial uses. Access and visibility are paramount to tenant
success, but careful consideration must also be paid to the pedestrian environment.
Blocks reflect an urban character with regular street trees and plazas.

T-5

10-10

Core-Maker Zone consists of a higher density diverse mix of uses including mixed use, multi family, commercial, and production spaces designed around the existing building fabric and infrastructure. Blocks and setbacks
along the corridor are irregular with landscaping, building enclosures, and pedestrian enhancements concentrated within designated nodes. Third spaces throughout the area unify the district.

T-5

T-5

T-5

Core-Workplace Zone consists of a higher density office environment, with retail and/or service and a residential mix of uses Access and visibility are paramount to tenant success, but careful consideration must also be
paid to the pedestrian environment.

CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG

SINGLE-FAMILY
ATTACHED
APARTMENT
BUILDING

Takes the form of a single family detached dwelling with front, rear, and side yards, generally fronting on a
street or open space, 2-4 unit buildings, typified as in-law suites, duplexes, triplexes, and quadplexes and may
have associated out-buildings with accessory dwelling units.

Townhomes and in line structures, each unit with its own entrance fronting on streets and open space generally with only
front and rear yards with side yards on end units. and may have variation in design and form.

5 or more units in a single structure. Generally common entrance for all units. Usually fronts on a street or open
space.

U

COMMERCIAL
BUILDING

L

MIXED-USE
BUILDING

Office, retail, or production functions.

SEMIDETACHED
DWELLING

Typically offers some type of retail, office, or civic frontage with office, hotel, or residences above. Mixed use
buildings have minimal side yards and higher requirements for forming a street wall.

SINGLE-FAMILY
DETACHED
DWELLING

Stand alone structures containing one housing unit with front, side, and rear yards, generally fronting on a street.

Area 2 Draft 01-21-21
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CIVIC TRANSECT ZONE

The Civic Zone consists of public spaces and civic structures. The Civic Zone designation is focused on recognizing
sites that include public institutional uses. Large scale changes are not intended or encouraged. Limited future infill and
reconstruction is allowed, but only in like kind. Improvements should focus on enhancing connectivity to other zones.
This transect is expressed through the Public, Institutional and Open Space zoning district.

CHARACTER Civic institutional uses of varying scaled and building types.
BUILDING TYPE Civic.
FRONTAGE Varies.
COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY None.
PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY Moderate.
BUILDING HEIGHT 1-3 story maximum.
PUBLIC SPACE Schoolyards, Parks and Squares.
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USE Civic use only; public activities.
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T-1 PRESERVED OPEN SPACE TRANSECT ZONE

This T-1 Zone consists of open space and is focused on the protection of currently preserved or planned open space.
Large scale changes of use are not intended or encouraged. Improvements are focused on enhancing the public access, enjoyment and utilization of these naturalistic spaces or to offer public services. This transect is often expressed
through a public recreational open space and environmental (PROSE) zoning district.

CHARACTER Natural environment, naturalistic plantings
BUILDING TYPE Limited out-buildings permitted.
FRONTAGE Varies.
COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY None.
PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY Moderate.
BUILDING HEIGHT 1-3
PUBLIC SPACE Parks, greenways, historic cemeteries.
USE Active and Passive Recreation Only.
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T-2 RURAL TRANSECT ZONE

The T-2 Rural Zone consists of woodlands. Single family detached homes are sparsely settled in woodlands and natural
areas. The balance of the land shall be left in its natural state with limited clearing for lawns. Additional planting shall
consist of native species requiring minimal irrigation, fertilization and maintenance. Buildings that cannot be connected
to public utilities should only be permitted by special approval.This transect is characterized as 2-4 units per acre with
up to .3 commercial Floor Area Ratio. This transect is typically expressed through the R-2 zoning districts.

CHARACTER Sparsely settled single-family detached homes on large lots in woodland and natural areas.
BUILDING TYPE Single-family detached
FRONTAGE Varies
COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY None.
PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY Low
BUILDING HEIGHT 1 -2 story
PUBLIC SPACE Woodland, natural areas, and trails
USE Residential Only.
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T-3E SUB-URBAN EDGE TRANSECT ZONE

This T-3e Zone consists of single family homes. The T-3e Zone designation is focused on the protection of current
neighborhood stability. Large scale changes are not intended or encouraged. Limited future infill and reconstruction is
allowed, but only in like kind. Improvements are focused on enhancing connectivity to other zones and in ensuring appropriate - and compatible in scale - transitions to more intense zones. This transect is characterized as 2-4 units per acre
with up to .3 commercial Floor Area Ratio. This transect is typically expressed through the R-2 and R-4 zoning districts.

CHARACTER Subdivisions; sub-urban residential communities.
BUILDING TYPE Single Family detached buildings with limited out-buildings permitted.
FRONTAGE Varies; typically generous setbacks and front yards.
COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY None.
PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY Low to moderate.
BUILDING HEIGHT 1 -2.5 story maximum.
PUBLIC SPACE Schoolyards, Parks and Greenways.
USE Residential Only.
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T-3 SUB-URBAN TRANSECT ZONE

This T-3 Zone currently consists of a mix of single family homes and townhouses, with a scattering of cluster homes
compatible in scale to single family homes, and very limited ground floor commercial use. Infill and redevelopment opportunities are limited to the intended mix of types listed below. Improvements are focused on enhancing connectivity
to other zones and in ensuring appropriate transitions to more intense zones. This transect is characterized as with up
to 4-8 units per acre and up to .5 commercial Floor Area Ratio. This transect is often expressed through the R-4, R-8,
and PD-R zoning districts.

CHARACTER Mixed house types in sub-urban neighborhoods with an emphasis on single family homes.
BUILDING TYPE Single-family detached, semi-detached, and attached homes and live/work units may also be appropriate if consistent with neighborhood patterns.
FRONTAGE Typically modest setbacks – often including front yards and occupied by porches.
COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY Minimal.
PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY Moderate.
BUILDING HEIGHT 1-3 story maximum.
PUBLIC SPACE Schoolyards, Parks, Greens, Squares, Trails and Playgrounds
USE Predominantly Residential.
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*Home occupation office, live/work retail where approved by underlying zone.
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T-4 GENERAL-URBAN TRANSECT ZONE

T-4 zones exist with a horizontal mix of uses ranging from commercial property types, to attached and multi-family residential buildings. Mixed use developments are also appropriate in this zone. Improvements are focused on encouraging
development, infill, and redevelopment in a sustainable, integrated, and walkable pattern. This transect is characterized
as up to 8-16 units per acre with a commercial Floor Area Ratio of up to .5 to 1.0. This transect is often expressed
through the R-8, R-12, PD-R, CT, CH, and PD-MU zoning districts.

CHARACTER Generous mix of uses at the ground level, mostly residential above and adjacent in an urban form.
BUILDING TYPE Commercial buildings, attached and multifamily residential buildings, and multi-story mixed-use
buildings permitted.

FRONTAGE No setbacks required - buildings should shape public realm.
COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY Medium to High.
PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY Medium to High
BUILDING HEIGHT 1-3 stories with 4 stories appropriate under special review; taller buildings transitioning to
lower buildings at borders of the T-3e zone. Buildings immediately adjacent to T-3e zones should be of a compatible
height to existing neighborhood structures.
PUBLIC SPACE Streets, Squares, Greens, and Plazas.
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T-4M GENERAL-URBAN MAKER TRANSECT ZONE

T-4 maker zones are designed to foster the new creative and urban production economy by providing opportunities
for individuals to grow both workplace and homestead designed around existing neighborhood heritage. These areas
are encouraged to grow through infill and redevelopment in a sustainable, integrated, and walkable pattern. These areas
contain a healthy mix of uses including residential forms of all scales as well as commercial and production buildings.
These buildings, and the infrastructure necessary to support their redevelopment, are an integral part of the character
of the neighborhood. Incentives for preserving the existing building stock and for creating affordable and workforce
housing are encouraged. This may be achieved through a transfer of development rights program to be explored further
within the small area plans. These areas are defined by corridors to facilitate industrial activity, nodes designed around
pedestrian comfort, and third spaces to foster public activity. This transect is characterized as up to 8-16 units per acre
with higher densities possible under special review and with a commercial Floor Area Ratio of 1.0 to 1.5. This transect
is often expressed through the Creator Maker zoning district.

CHARACTER Development of varying forms to support creative uses, vibrant walkable nodes for pedestrian activity, and third spaces for public activity. Development is designed around existing historic fabric to set the form and
supports the infrastructure and architecture necessary to facilitate maker uses .
BUILDING TYPE Residential buildings of varying forms as well as multi-story mixed-use and commercial buildings
permitted along with production facilities with infrastructure to support maker uses. Reuse of existing building stock is
encouraged at all opportunities.
FRONTAGE Buildings are encouraged to shape the public realm within designated nodes but may vary along corridors with specific building placement respecting sight lines to contributing buildings.

COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY High - Production and Sales

III

PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY High
BUILDING HEIGHT 1-3 stories with 4 stories appropriate under special review; with appropriate transitions where
areas meet single family detached neighborhoods.
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PUBLIC SPACE Squares, greens, parks, and playgrounds.
USE Mixed residential, commercial, and production opportunities.
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T-5M AREA CORE MAKER TRANSECT ZONE

T-5 maker zones are designed to foster the new creative and urban production economy by providing opportunities
for individuals to grow both workplace and homestead designed around existing neighborhood heritage. These areas
are encouraged to grow through infill and redevelopment in a sustainable, integrated, and walkable pattern. These areas
contain a healthy mix of uses including residential forms of all scales as well as commercial and production buildings.
These buildings, and the infrastructure necessary to support their redevelopment, are an integral part of the character
of the neighborhood. Incentives for preserving the existing building stock and for creating affordable and workforce
housing are encouraged. This may be achieved through a transfer of development rights program to be explored further
within the small area plans. These areas are defined by corridors to facilitate industrial activity, nodes designed around
pedestrian comfort, and third spaces to foster public activity. This transect is characterized as up to 12-24 units per acre
with higher densities possible under special review and with a commercial Floor Area Ratio of 1.0 to 3.0. This transect
is often expressed through a Maker zoning district.

CHARACTER Development of varying forms to support creative uses, vibrant walkable nodes for pedestrian activity, and third spaces for public activity. Development is designed around existing historic fabric to set the form and
supports the infrastructure and architecture necessary to facilitate maker uses.
BUILDING TYPE Residential buildings of varying forms as well as multi-story mixed-use and commercial buildings
permitted along with production facilities with infrastructure to support maker uses. Reuse of existing building stock is
encouraged at all opportunities.
FRONTAGE Buildings are encouraged to shape the public realm within designated nodes but may vary along corridors with specific building placement respecting sight lines to contributing buildings.

COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY High - Production and Sales.
PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY High

L

BUILDING HEIGHT 1-4 stories with 5 possible under special review; with appropriate transitions where areas meet
single family detached neighborhoods.

PUBLIC SPACE Courtyards, Plazas, Roof Gardens, and Squares

U

USE Mixed residential, commercial, and production opportunities.
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T-5C AREA-CORE CORRIDOR TRANSECT ZONE

This T-5c Zone currently includes typically auto-oriented commercial uses but is appropriate for redevelopment due to
its major corridor access and the availability of mass transit. Redevelopment will create a sustainable and urban development pattern that may include upgraded commercial uses, higher density multi-family development and single family
attached homes to buffer adjoining single-family neighborhoods, as appropriate. This evolution must include improvements to access and mobility, especially at corridors, appropriate transitions, and improvements to the entry sequences
along arterials. Here, access and visibility are paramount to tenant success, but careful consideration must also be paid
to the pedestrian environment. Properties in this zone are likely to remain in their current state in the near term with
interim improvements encouraged. This transect is characterized as up to 12 -20 units per acre with a commercial Floor
Area Ratio of up to 1.0 to 3.0 as appropriate with adjoining land uses and within a redevelopment scenario. This transect
is often expressed through the R-12, PD-R, PD-MU, and CH zoning districts.

CHARACTER Vibrant, walkable and concentrated retail and commercial ground plane with potential for housing
above creating a healthy mix of uses in an integrated urban form.

BUILDING TYPE Mixed, single-use and multi-use buildings; commercial, retail and residential.
FRONTAGE Varies.
COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY High.
BUILDING HEIGHT 2-5 stories; with taller buildings transitioning to lower buildings at borders of the T-3e zone.
Buildings immediately adjacent to T-3e zones should be of a compatible height to existing neighborhood structures.
PUBLIC SPACE Streets, courtyards, plazas, and roof gardens.
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USE Mixed-use, commercial, and residential
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T-5W AREA-CORE WORKPLACE TRANSECT ZONE

T-5w transect areas are large parcels suitable for primarily commercial workplace uses with large scale development with
a mix of uses, and focused, high density commercial activity. This transect is characterized as a commercial Floor Area
Ratio of up to 1.0 to 3.0 and up to 12-30 units per acre. This transect is often expressed through the PD-C, PD-MC,
and CH zoning districts.

CHARACTER Predominately commercial with some mixed use and residential opportunities. Strong expectation
for cohesive character.

BUILDING TYPE Commercial, retail and residential with Mixed, single-use and multi-use buildings
FRONTAGE Varies.
COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY Workplace, with additional service and retail for direct support of tenant.
BUILDING HEIGHT 4-8 stories.
PUBLIC SPACE Parks, plazas, courtyards, and roof gardens.
USE Predominately commercial workplace with up to 10% of total gross square footage for residential permitted. The
correct metric will be determined at time of General Development Plan.
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T-5 URBAN TRANSECT ZONE

The T-5 transect identifies Fredericksburg’s downtown commercial core. The core contains a healthy mix of horizontal
and vertically mixed-use buildings and densely developed blocks. Setbacks are minimal, defined by the blockface, and
enhanced by landscaping where appropriate. The T-5 transect has continuously busy sidewalks and a variety of housing
opportunities. The Retail Priority Area is the heart of historic Fredericksburg’s commercial legacy. The Priority Area
is designated within T-5 to identify the blocks where targeted efforts to promote and retain true retail frontage should
occur.
The form of development should control the intensity of use in this transect. The T-5 Transect is characterized by up
to 36 units per acre by-right with higher densities possible under special review. A commercial floor area ration (FAR) of
up to 3.0 is appropriate. This transect zone should be expressed through the Commercial Downtown Zoning District.

CHARACTER Vibrant and walkable because of concentrated retail and commercial ground plane. Housing and
variety will further enhance viability and commercial activity.

BUILDING TYPE Re-used buildings; Mixed single-use and multi-use buildings; commercial, retail, and residential.
FRONTAGE Setbacks are minimal, defined by the blockface, and enhanced by landscaping where appropriate.
PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY High.
COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY High.
BUILDING HEIGHT 2-4 stories.
PUBLIC SPACE Streets, courtyards, plazas, squares, and roof gardens.

III

USE Residential, cultural, entertainment, and mixed-use but predominantly commercial on the ground floor.
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CHAPTER 11 -PLANNING AREAS
B
The Land Use Plan incorporates ten planning areas, to more readily address specific conditions and to make clear recommendations for each area. Each of these areas is focused around major corridors within the City and the residential
neighborhoods that support them. Each area has a distinct and identifiable character with varying land use objectives.
Specific area plans are able to more effectively implement the goals, policies, and initiatives in this Comprehensive Plan.
As the area plan process progresses, area plans will be updated to incorporate transect and form based analysis.
The planning areas and the year devoted to their review are identified here.
1. Celebrate Virginia/Central Park
2. Fall Hill (2021)
3. Plank Road/Route 3 (2017)
4. Hospital/Cowan Boulevard
5. University/Route 1 (central)
6. Princess Anne Street/Route 1 (north) (2018)
7. Downtown (2020)
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8. Dixon Street/Mayfield
9. Braehead/National Park
10. Lafayette Boulevard/Route 1 (south)
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SMALL PLAN AREA 2: FALL HILL AVENUE
G

C

Planning Area 2, 430 acres, is bounded by Interstate-95 on the west, the Rappahannock River on the north and east, and
the Fall Hill corridor to the south. Fall Hill Avenue, a major collector, serves as its spine. In the Spring of 2017, it was
reconstructed as a four-lane controlled-access street with sidewalk and multi-use path on the north side. This area has
over 125 acres of public open space, approximately 75 acres of private natural area, and almost a mile of Rappahannock
River frontage. It is primarily residential with a mix of housing types. Limited commercial businesses in this area require
residents to travel some distance to access daily goods and services. The area has limited undeveloped land suitable for
development due to the prevalence of sensitive historic and environmental features. The goals for the area are to protect
the integrity of the natural areas, expand multi-modal access, and improve the livability of the residential areas in terms
of housing and neighborhood quality.

C
− The residential neighborhoods, while near the river, lack connection to the resource and are not well integrated
into the surrounding natural environment.
− City-owned land containing natural resources has limited accessibility for residents and visitors.
− Many of the commercial and residential structures in the area are at an age where modernization and property
investment to key building elements and systems are needed. This includes Central Park Townhomes, a majority
renter-occupied neighborhood, with property maintenance, connectivity, and community investment challenges.
− The small aging storefronts on Fall Hill Avenue are zoned Commercial Highway. Existing and proposed commercial development with automobile centered uses can have negative impacts on adjoining residential neighborhoods.
− Much of the infrastructure built with the original Bragg Hill development in the 1970’s prior to the land’s annexation from Spotsylvania County never complied with City development standards and has aged poorly. One key
issue is the status of Roffman Road was constructed on City owned right-of-way, but the road improvements
have never been accepted for public maintenance due to their poor original construction.

L

− The realignment of Fall Hill Avenue left vacant or underutilized public right-of-way along this key frontage.

U

− Interconnectivity within neighborhoods and connection to Fall Hill Avenue are incomplete making safe pedestrian access difficult.
− Undeveloped land has sensitive environmental features and significant topography that limit new development.

O
− Develop City parks accessible from Fall Hill Avenue on the natural areas on the uplands overlooking the Rappahannock River. After the construction of I-95 bridges, a “wild riverfront park” should be developed at the bank
to provide access to the river, building on the natural and historic resources of the area.
− Connect a Riverside Trail running the length of the City’s river frontage from Mott’s Run to Dixon Park through
the natural and scenic areas of the river within Area 2 creating a key link in a full river frontage system.
− Leverage public investment and community programming to spur private reinvestment for strengthened residential communities.
− Protect established residential neighborhoods from intense commercial development, through transitional uses
and design standards that minimize adverse impacts
− Work with local associations and institutions to improve infrastructure and utilities to address neighborhood
quality and advance economic mobility for residents.
− Vacate and consolidate unused right of way from the road realignment of Fall Hill Avenue for possible redevelopment of neighborhood serving commercial uses at a small scale. In the short term, use this City-owned land
for community programming and open space.
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− Plan for Gateway Boulevard to be extended from State Route 3 to Fall Hill Avenue, including a multi-use path to
create a North-South pedestrian and bicycle link, aligning with Wicklow Drive, and connecting to the Riverfront.
− Protect environmentally sensitive lands through clustering of residential development.

M

A

Area 2 is not an area of great commercial intensity and large scale change of land use is not envisioned. Moderate
scaled incremental growth of single family, semi-detached, and attached homes may be appropriate where clustered to
protect environmentally sensitive areas. Area 2 currently has modest retail development, approximately 10,000 square
feet, situated between Wicklow Drive and Roffman Road. There is some capacity to reposition the commercial space
to provide a broader range of neighborhood goods and services. A small office park is located to the south of Fall Hill
Avenue tenants medical offices associated with its proximity to Mary Washington Hospital. The majority of developed
land in this area is dedicated to residential land use. Of the nearly 1,000 units, the majority are rental apartments and
townhomes in six main developments.
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T
The transect map illustrates current settlement and commerce patterns, and directs the character and intensity of new
development, infill development or redevelopment within small area Area 2. The transect map for Area 2 was developed
after studying the existing and potential future built environment. Area 2, which is served by public transportation, includes opportunities for revitalization with integrated mixed-use and some areas for higher density development.
Area 2 contains four standard transect zones and a civic transect.

A

2T

Z

T-1 (PRESERVED OPEN SPACE) This area contains preserved or planned open space. In Area 2, this includes the

steep slopes, dedicated park land, and deeded open space to the north of Fall Hill Avenue. Development is not intended
in this area, but improvements to better access natural amenities are appropriate. Large parcels of land dedicated to the
City for open space to the north of Fall Hill Avenue should be formalized into Butler Brayne Park. South of Fall Hill
Avenue, City-owned open space is currently heavily wooded with steep slopes and streams. Fall Hill Professional Park
is bounded by privately-held open space protecting steep slopes and streams. Better connectivity between these natural
areas and nearby neighborhoods is encouraged.

T-2 (RURAL) The majority of this 50 acres is under conservation easement with the Virginia Department of Historic Resources containing the 1790 Fall Hill House, the ancestral home of the Thorton family, as well as Civil War
earthworks. The easement allows for development of four single-family homes but restricts vehicular access to any new
parcels to not more than two driveways accessing Fall Hill Avenue.
T-3 (SUB-URBAN) This area includes the single-family neighborhood Riverwalk and some flat developable parcels

L

north of the Central Park Townhomes. Development here should appropriately transition between the existing townhomes and the adjacent natural areas. Connectivity to these areas should be provided through pedestrian and vehicular
access linking Roffman Road and Wicklow Drive in a manner that is conscious of the safety and character of existing
adjacent neighborhoods.

T-4 (GENERAL URBAN) In Area 2, this zone currently consists of a horizontal mix of uses, with some commer-

U

cial, as well as medium residential density developments. The Crestview, Weston Circle, and Wicklow Apartments are
affordable housing financed by the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit program and the Heritage Park Apartments is a
project-based section 8 community. For this reason, social equity should be at the forefront for planning-based decisions
in the area. The Central Park Townhomes is an established townhome community that is predominately renter occupied.
The neighborhood has locational advantages but has infrastructure and connectivity issues dating back to its original
development. The ownership and infrastructure quality issues manifest in an overall low level of private reinvestment,
despite property owners efforts to keep up their holdings.
The Kingdom Family Worship and Bragg Hill Family Life Center, located off Bragg Hill Road, serves as a community
anchor. The realignment of Fall Hill Avenue created undefined open areas along the Fall Hill Avenue frontage, which
negatively impacted the accessibility of the small storefronts and commercial properties. Vacating this excess right-ofway could create opportunities for commercial redevelopment between Roffman Road and Wicklow Drive. This could
be undertaken as part of a larger redevelopment and reinvestment strategy with the Central Park Townhomes and
commercial property owners to create greater mobility and more open space amenities for residents as well as for the
businesses.

CIVIC Opportunities for expansion of I-95 should be careful to mitigate and minimize impact on adjoining neighborhoods, environmental features, and open spaces. The Sunshine Ball Park on Wicklow Drive is a City-owned public
amenity developed for programmed outdoor recreation. To the south of Fall Hill Avenue, Snowden Park, provides
other ball fields, basketball courts, and playgrounds. Construction of the extension of Gateway Boulevard through this
area should improve the access to and quality of the facilities in this park. The green space between Roffman Road and
Bragg Hill Drive should be improved and integrated as an amenity for the neighborhood. At the river, a Wild Riverfront
Park serves as a launch point for recreational activity in the area.
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Property Consolidation

Existing Multi-Use Path

Evaluate Ped. Crossing Safety

Potential Infill Redevelopment

Proposed Sidewalk

Improved Pedestrian Crossing

Alley

Proposed Pedestrian Lighting

Snowden Park

Vehicle Access

Potential Public Facility

Proposed Open Space
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Area 2 contains a mix of land uses that meet many daily needs of local residents. The Area 2 Neighborhood Center
has a unique wealth of existing assets located in close proximity to naturally occurring affordable housing. Many of the
existing commercial structures and residences require upgrade, investment, and ongoing maintenance to be able to meet
the contemporary standards.
Much of this neighborhood was developed in the 1970’s prior to being annexed by the City in 1984. Consequently, the
infrastructure in this area has not been raised to City standards and is in need of improvement. More recently, the City
and State invested in this area with the redevelopment of Fall Hill Avenue and extension of the City’s trail network
through Area 2. Investment in services, infrastructure, improvements, and utilities (both public and private) should be a
focal point of the energy spent in Area 2. Opportunities exist for local Home Owner’s Associations and institutions to
partner with the City to maximize the size and impact of continued investment through joint initiatives With combined
public and private focus and energy the Area 2 Neighborhood Center could be one of the most desirable residential
communities in the City. Investment and improvements should address the following needs in this area:
Invest in Public and Private Utilities and Multi-Modal Access: Prioritize safe and convenient pedestrian access
throughout this area, especially in connecting the northern and southern sides of Fall Hill Avenue.
− Use grant funding and other resources to improve access and mobility throughout the neighborhood. Sidewalks
and lighting should be constructed along Roffman Road to safely connect the existing housing to the bus stops,
trails, commercial areas and parks along Fall Hill Avenue. Sidewalk is present in places along one side of the road,
but the final link between the neighborhood and Fall Hill Avenue is missing.
− Work with Home Owner’s Associations or Property Managers to bring deficient streets into conformance with
City street standards to include curb, gutter, sidewalks, and lighting.
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− Upgrade the pedestrian infrastructure at the Bragg Hill Drive and Wicklow Drive’s intersections with Fall Hill
and evaluate existing and potential new mid-block Fall Hill Avenue pedestrian crossings to maximize safety and
convenience, ensure adequate crossing times, and raise pedestrian visibility.
− As new development and redevelopment are proposed, evaluate water and sewer pump capacity and identify any
necessary upgrades to those systems.
Modernize Neighborhood Commercial: The existing commercial buildings between Roffman Road and Wicklow
Drive are undersized for modern commercial use. They were configured to front on Fall Hill Avenue’s previous alignment. The change in road alignment altered automobile access and left excess right-of-way that could be put to better
use. The upgrade in Fall Hill Avenue, the future connection of Gateway Boulevard, the current condition of structures,
and the presence of vacant residual City-owned property make this area a unique opportunity for commercial redevelopment.
− Combine the aging shopping center with the excess right-of-way to create a 2 acre redevelopment parcel.
− Reconfigure the orientation of the site in accordance with good urban design principles:
− Utilize form based code elements to ensure buildings front onto Fall Hill Avenue and transition appropriately to adjacent neighborhoods. Enhance the corridor landscaping along Fall Hill Avenue.
− Move access points and parking to the rear and buffer it appropriately from adjacent homes.
− Pursue grants and incentives to prioritize community business ownership as the center redevelops.

U

− A public facility to the east of Snowden Park may be considered. Interim use of this area with temporary programming associated with Snowden Park should be allowed.

L

Upgrade Open Spaces and Expand Community Services:
− Utilize City owned land between Roffman Road and Bragg Hill Drive as a public open space including seating,
outdoor dining, public art or historic interpretation, enhanced landscaping, trail amenities, or other recreational
improvements to create more community space for formal and informal gathering serving as a community third
space.
− Upgrade the eastern portions of Snowden Park with temporary improvements designed to be responsive to the
future construction of Gateway Boulevard. Expand the parking supply by adding a gravel parking area. Consider community gardens, court sports or other recreational improvements that can be rearranged if necessary
in the future.

− Explore public and private partnerships to bring needed community services to the area including after-school
events, childcare, sports and wellness activities, and other programs.
Neighborhood Residential Reinvestment: The Central Park Townhomes, Bragg Hill, is an established townhome
community of independently-owned homes. Their small square footage, often less than 1,000 square feet, make these
units a natural source of affordable housing in the City. A comprehensive re-investment strategy should be generated to
ensure equitable design in the short-term and long-term displacement prevention. Community participation and collaboration will be key to the successful planning efforts:
− Short-term- Through community partnership, conduct neighborhood enhancement activities including cleanups and public space improvements. Consider reestablishing and applying the Rental Inspection Program to
address housing quality. Promote CDBG programs to assist qualified households with necessary home repairs
and homebuyers with downpayments to promote owner-occupancy.
− Long-term- More creative strategies for neighborhood transformation should be explored and pursued. Development of these programs should include local Home Owner’s Associations and other neighborhood institutions. Any strategies should boost neighborhood investment and grow inter-generational wealth by offering
residents affordable homeownership opportunities. To preserve the naturally occurring affordable housing, the
City may pursue a range of incentives to balance building maintenance, upgrade, financial profitability, while
maintaining affordable rents and unit sales prices. Community development organizations could explore acquisition to preserve affordability through special loan and equity fund. Opportunities may include the creation of a
community land trust to maintain ownership and community oversight along with homeowners.
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A number of improvements were included with the widening of Fall Hill Avenue. Among them was the construction
of a separated multi-use path, which created a key safe east-west pedestrian route over Interstate 95 for residents to
reach daily needs. Some points of conflict between vehicles and other travel modes still exist, especially through the
neighborhood and at Fall Hill Avenue crossings. Public improvements within Area 2 aim to advance connectivity for the
small area and larger City systems.
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New Road Construction: New development in Area 2 should be interconnected through all modes of travel.
Gateway Boulevard Extended - Gateway Boulevard is planned to extend from US Route 3 to Fall Hill Avenue.
This street, once complete should align with Wicklow Drive.
Wicklow/Roffman Connection - New development behind the Central Park townhomes should complete the
existing right-of-way linking Roffman Road and Wicklow Drive. This will create a further connected community.
River Access - Completing physical improvements to I-95 required the upgrade of a graveled access road off
of Wicklow Drive. This road should continue to connect the neighborhood with riverfront resources. Continuing the multi-use path from Gateway Boulevard along Wicklow Drive to the Rappahannock River will
create a multi-modal system for entire City to access this community asset.
I-95 Expansion - The Area 1 plan calls for an interchange to the west of I-95. Expansion, whether in right-ofway or infrastructure, should take precautions to reduce impacts to adjoining neighborhoods, environmentally
sensitive lands, and open space.
Network Completion: Area 2 includes only a few publicly dedicated and maintained streets. Several of these streets are
lacking in full sidewalk facilities but are heavily traveled on foot. Improvements to these streets are needed to accommodate all residents and improve safety for all modes of travel.

U

Bragg Hill Drive - Sidewalks and lighting should be constructed along this street to safely connect the existing
housing with the community’s basketball courts, the Bragg Hill Family Life Center as well as bus stops, trails,
commercial areas and parks along Fall Hill Avenue.

L

Wicklow Drive - This street is the primary access for the Riverwalk neighborhood and the Sunshine Ball Park
as well as the Central Park Townhomes. Currently, this street has between fifty and sixty feet of right-of-way,
but has incomplete pedestrian facilities Many walking paths are visible along the street demonstrating use and
need for improved walking facilities. The only sidewalks currently present are along Riverwalk Drive, leaving a
quarter of a mile without facilities. The future extension of Gateway Boulevard to Fall Hill Avenue will align
with Wicklow Drive. Continuing the Gateway multi-use path along Wicklow will link this neighborhood to the
larger trail system and connect the rest of the City to Wild Riverfront park and open space amenities in this
area. The eastern side of the Wicklow Drive, Fall Hill Avenue, and Gateway Boulevard intersection should be
configured for a 10 foot wide shared use path.

Roffman Road - This street was originally developed in the 1970’s but due to deficiencies in the construction
has never been accepted for local maintenance. It is the central access for the Central Park Townhomes and
currently only has sidewalk on one side, though both sides are needed to safely bring people to the Fall Hill
Avenue trail from the neighborhood. The Central Park Townhomes Home Owner’s Associations and the City
should look work together to bring the street into conformance with City street standards to include curb,
gutter, sidewalks, and lighting.
Access for New Development: Little development is expected along the northern frontage of Fall Hill Avenue outside of the neighborhood center. Four single-family homes permitted under current conservation easements could be
built within the T-2 zone on Fall Hill Avenue. Should new homes be constructed, they should share access from Fall
Hill Avenue to limit disruption to primary East/West traffic and limit potential point of conflict. Any new development
located along the Canal should be accessed from the roundabout.
Public Transportation: This area is served by mass transit. FRED bus routes primarily travel along Fall Hill Avenue
and make stops within nearby apartment complexes. Not all bus stops throughout Area 2 are complete with shelters and
improvement of these facilities should be pursued. Ongoing evaluation of bus routes should be completed to ensure
routes and stops are best serving residents and visitors to the area. This may include transportation access to the wild
riverfront park.
Riverside Trail Route: This designation identifies the different trails that together make up a cohesive trail along the
City’s Riverfront stretching from Mott’s Run to Dixon Park.
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PARKLAND
Snowden Park - This City-owned park encompasses 25 acres south of Fall Hill Avenue. The property is bisected by a small stream with steep slopes to the south. To the north of the stream, the grade has been adjusted
to accommodate playing fields and playgrounds. The extension of Gateway Boulevard should maintain the
park facilities including parking. Future facilities in this park could include community gardens, court sports
or other recreational improvements.
Fall Hill Riverside Park/Butler Brayne Park - Develop a City Park accessible from Fall Hill Avenue that protects
the natural areas of the uplands overlooking the Rappahannock Area. Automobile access and parking should
be limited to the Fall Hill Avenue frontage. Park elements here should be naturalistic embracing the wooded
nature of the topography and in fact embracing it as an amenity. Potential applications could include ropes
courses, adventure sites, camping opportunities, and other environment-based experiences. Features in this
park should maximize interaction while minimizing intervention in the natural environment. This area is an
opportunity to work with FredTrails and other groups to expand the City’s inventory of off-road natural trails.
Sunshine Ball Park - Improvements to the Sunshine Ball Park should focus on improving access to this amenity. This is a publicly owned but privately managed facility. Parking for this facility should be a shared resource
for expansion of access to the riverfront.
Wild Riverfront Park - City-owned land adjacent to the Rappahannock River in this area provides an opportunity to access the river and interact with this resource where it is designated a state scenic river. There are
existing flat areas, remnants of prior quarrying activities, near the riverfront that could be used for parking and
services for those visiting the riverfront and quarry. Educational opportunities for this area would highlight
both historical and environmental learning opportunities. A river access point should be included in this area.

L

A suspended pedestrian bridge, under I-95, could be constructed along with expansions to connect the Fredericksburg riverfront trail with the planned Stafford County Rappahannock River Scenic Trail. This would
provide an inter-jurisdictional pedestrian link across the river connecting two trail systems. Unlike other crossings, where pedestrian facilities are accommodated with other modes of transit, this crossing would become a
destination and feature in its own right and serve the entire river region.

TRAILS

U

Off-Road Trails - The natural landscape throughout Area 2 contains a series of mountain bike trails. The
City should continue to partner with groups to maintain existing trails and expand the network. Natural trails
should be expanded to better connect the Butler-Brayne Park. Opportunities to formalize these trails as an
established amenity should be pursued as the ability for such outdoor recreation within the City in close proximity to the River, is unparalleled.
Multi-Use Paths - The multi-use path along Fall Hill Avenue is an invaluable asset for both multi-modal access
and recreation. This trail connects the Canal and Heritage trails with the venues and events in Celebrate Virginia. A cross connection is needed to complete trail access to Wild Riverfront Park. A multi-use path continues
from the Gateway Boulevard extension through Fall Hill Avenue and down Wicklow Drive to the River. This
creates a near complete loop both through the City and along its scenic and urban waterfront.

ENVIRONMENTAL FACILITIES
Steep slopes and streams - Protecting these areas is paramount. The upgrade or establishment of new environmental facilities in these sites should be explored during privately led development. Implementing policies and
planning infrastructure aimed at achieving the City’s Environmental Protection goals will remain an on-going
process and opportunities to incorporate these areas into the City’s public facilities for stormwater management should be considered.
Rappahannock Canal - Investigate opportunities, working with the Army Corps of Engineers, for ecological
restoration and stormwater attenuation to make it a more suitable environment for water quality and recreational use. This is also an opportunity to implement the Chesapeake Total Maximum Daily Load Plan.
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The Rappahannock River offers significant value to the City as a whole and in this area, Wild Riverfront Park will complete the system of riverfront amenities from Mott’s reservoir to City Dock. The open spaces and trails systems provide
not only a physical link, but community identity and a place to celebrate a whole host of City events. It is uniquely
positioned to provide connections to a variety of natural resources found nowhere else in the region. This area is rich
with history and immeasurable natural beauty, yet remains unrealized. Park features must ensure proper balance with the
sensitive and environmental features to prevent degradation of the riverfront.
Access - The I-95 bridge construction has offered a valuable resource by formalizing the access road to the
area from Wicklow Drive. Continued improvements to this access should include a multi-use path that will tie
this resource into the larger City trail system. This access road should remain an option for vehicles to allow
persons of all mobilities to access the park. Cut-outs within the cliffs, a vestige of historic quarrying activities,
should be re-purposed as parking for visitors to the area.
Facilities- The park and its proposed facilities are large and flexible enough to provide gathering spaces for
small informal groups to large community events. Areas along the Rappahannock River can be enhanced with
targeted improvements that upgrade the existing open spaces and provide greater access and use to the existing
natural and scenic resources of the City. Proposed updates should support a stronger connection to natural water systems, embrace the historic events of this area, and concentrate improvements among open spaces where
functions can be shared, and compliment those amenities already in place. Amenities in this area should include
a facility developed through a public-private partnership to serve as a visitors center for education, meetings,
events, concessions, and other resources. This park could incorporate the Rappahannock Quarry.
Trail Head - This area is a natural link to established mountain bike trails. The grade here also should reconstruct a water access point for river recreation. A pedestrian link beneath the either the existing I-95 bridge
supports or under the new bridges currently under construction would connect the Fredericksburg trails into
the larger regional network in Stafford County.
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Safety - Improvements to this area must include additional safety efforts. This should include expanded signage and
river gauges educating visitors about river safety. Improved vehicular access could also include a dedicated area for waterfront safety management to improve visibility and response time for safe use of the river and the trail assets.
Stormwater requirements related to park improvements including a parking lot or visitors center, could be satisfied
through on-site Stormwater Best Management Practices (BMP’s) to reduce stormwater runoff and nutrients. Appropriate measures for the park could involve installing permeable pavement, bio-retention like rain gardens, infiltration, or
rooftop disconnects like rain barrels.
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Planning Area 2 contains the brick mansion called Fall Hill (built c. 1779) and a collection of associated outbuildings.
This high ground provided tactical advantages during the Civil War and a variety of Confederate earthworks are extant.
HISTORIC RESOURCES IN PLANNING AREA 2
PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE

Fall Hill House

Built c. 1790

Embrey Dam (site)

Built 1910, removed 2003

Crib Dam (site)

Built 1850’s, removed 2003

Rappahannock Canal

Built 1830’s

Civil War earthworks

Civil War

DESCRIPTION

Brick dwelling with outbuildings;
Civil War earthworks
Concrete abutments
Stone abutments, canal lock, and
spillway
Canal, stone bridge abutment at
Fall Hill Avenue
Gun pits and infantry trenches

OWNERSHIP

Private
City
City
City
Private
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SITE NAME
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The reconstruction of the Fall Hill Avenue corridor has created a significant change in the landscape of the area. In the
future, the planned extension of Gateway Boulevard from the south to the intersection of Fall Hill Avenue and Wicklow Drive will significantly improve access and visibility in this area and will create new opportunities for revitalization.
The area has many residential neighborhoods. The Central Park (Bragg Hill) Townhome neighborhood is overwhelmingly renter-occupied and these homes require ongoing maintenance associated with their occupancy. Heritage Park on
the south side of Fall Hill Avenue adjacent to I-95 was constructed 45 years ago. While reasonably well maintained, they
have the issues associated with older structures. The livability and character of the area would be greatly improved with
the revitalization of these developments. Several apartment complexes were constructed using Low Income Housing
Tax Credits. As the financing affordability requirements expire for these communities, they should be encouraged to
refinance to continue serving low-income households.
With limited opportunity for greenfield development, new activity in the area will focus on revitalization. This section
of the City is designated as a revitalization area that encompasses mass transit, includes and provides for mixed use
development, and allows for a density of 3.0 floor area ratio in commercially zoned areas. Commercial density, higher
than allowed by-right, should be allowed only as a Special Use and when any negative impacts of such additional density are addressed, such as traffic and parking congestion and the massing and scale of the project. In this small area,
commercial zoning is currently limited to the north side of Fall Hill Avenue between Wicklow Drive and Roffman Road
immediately adjacent to townhouse development. Impacts on this residential area should be carefully considered before
a special use permit is approved for higher commercial density. New development here should incorporate form based
code elements with transitional zones and appropriate buffers. 81% of Area 2’s residential structures were built before
1980. Once structures reach an age of 30 to 40 years, their mechanical systems, roofing systems, and other structural elements are need of updating or replacement, an indicator of the need for revitalization. In addition, the reconstruction
of Fall Hill Avenue realigned the road to the south in front of the existing 1.29 acres of Highway Commercial Zoning,
which is occupied by structures dating from the 1970s. The shift created an additional .84 acres that could be added to
the current commercial property and foster redevelopment of the entire two acres.
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I
INFRASTRUCTURE
Complete the street network on Bragg Hill Drive, Roffman Road, and Wicklow Drive with the addition of
necessary pedestrian infrastructure including sidewalks and lighting.
Vacate unused right-of-way from the realignment of Fall Hill Avenue to create a more cohesive site with a safer
pattern for auto circulation using the side streets.
Ensure the extension of Gateway Boulevard includes a multi-use path to safely cross Fall Hill Avenue connecting to the existing trail, and continuing to the riverfront.
Evaluate and pursue needed infrastructure improvements needed within the neighborhood center including
lighting, water and sewer system upgrades. Bring the publicly-owned streets up to City standards to include
curb, gutter, sidewalk, and lighting.

REGULATIONS
Rezone Commercial Highway zoned land to a more appropriate mix to support and transition to nearby neighborhoods
Rezone publicly held land and preserved open space categorized as Civic or T-1 to a public, recreational, open
space, and environmental zoning district (PROSE).
Protect environmentally sensitive land by clustering and future development in the area away from these features.

III

PUBLIC FACILITIES
Implement the Chesapeake Total Maximum Total Daily Load Plan, identify and study possible locations for
updated, create additional open spaces, create upgrade required best management practices, and reduce the
amount of nutrients in storm water runoff.

P

Advance plans for Butler Brayne Park that preserve the forested character of the area while allowing for experience based recreation for all ages.
Through public-private partnerships, develop a “Wild Riverfront Park” accessible by all modes that links visitors with the scenic riverfront providing both historic interpretation and environmental interaction. This partnership should maintain oversight in the future of the park to ensure park improvements respect the sensitive
environmental nature of the riverfront.
Continue to improve the Sunshine Ball Park and develop additional recreational amenities, as feasible at this
facility and Snowden Park.

Immediate
Ongoing
As Resources Permit
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